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Abstract 
For every regular cardinal K we construct a hereditarily normal, countably paracompact space 
X, which has an increasing open cover W = {W,: p E WI } such that W has no refinement by 
<n closed sets. By work of Chiba, Przymusidski and Rudin, the existence of such a space proves 
a conjecture of Morita that u-locally compact metrizable spaces are precisely the spaces whose 
product with every normal, countably paracompact space is normal. The spaces X, are the first 
known examples of hereditarily normal w(-Dowker spaces. 0 1998 Published by Elsevier Science 
B.V. 
Keywords: Shrinking; Refinement; Normality of products; wr -Dowker space 
Introduction 
By extending Dowker’s well-known result that a topological space X is normal and 
countably paracompact if and only if X x [0, l] is normal, Morita proved in 1963 that a 
space X is normal and countably paracompact if and only if X x Y is normal for every 
a-locally compact me&able space Y. (See the survey paper [lo, Theorem 4.131 for a 
short proof; “a-locally compact” here means “union of countably many closed locally 
compact subspaces”.) Later he conjectured that a kind of dual of his result holds; this 
was published in a set of three similar conjectures [9] and it became known as 
Morita’s Third Conjecture. A topological space Y is a a-locally compact metric space 
if and only if X x Y is normal for every normal and countably paracompact space X. 
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A hard result in a paper by Chiba, Przymusinski and Rudin reduces this problem to 
the existence of a certain kind of X. 
Theorem 0.1 [4]. Morita ‘s Third Conjecture holds, iffor every regular cardinal n > WI, 
there is a normal, countably paracompact space X, with an increasing open cover 
W = {W,: p E LJ~} such that W does not have any rejinement by 6 K closed sets. 
The aim of this paper is to construct hereditarily normal spaces X, with the properties 
described above (Theorem I), thus proving Moritus Third Conjecture. If one settles for 
normality in place of hereditary normality, then we point out that a modification of 
Rudin’s Ic-Dowker spaces also works (Theorem 6.1). 
Theorem I. For every regular cardinal n 3 w1 there is a hereditarily normal, countably 
paracompact space X, and an increasing open cover W = {W@: p E wi } of X, such 
that W has no rejinement by < h; many closed sets. 
Since X, will be a P,-space (i.e., the union of < K closed sets will be closed in X,), 
the last part is equivalent to saying that W has no closed shrinking; hence the phrase 
“nonshrinking covers” in the title. 
Morita’s First Conjecture was solved by Rudin [l 11. The Second Conjecture was 
proved by Beslagic and Rudin [3] under V = L, but is still open in ZFC. A survey paper 
on these matters is [I]. 
There is another motivation to construct the spaces X,. The author has shown [2] that 
there is a hereditarily normal Dowker space in ZFC. A Dowker space is a space in which 
every finite open cover has a shrinking, but there is a countable open cover which does 
not. It is then natural to ask whether there are hereditarily normal wi-Dowker spaces in 
ZFC, i.e., hereditarily normal spaces in which every countable open cover shrinks, but 
there is an WI-sized open cover which does not. Unfortunately, the construction in [2] 
does not seem to carry over to WI, but a more complicated construction of a hereditarily 
normal Dowker space (Theorem 6.2) does, and this is the content of Theorem I. 
The rest of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem I. We start with an informal 
explanation before plunging into the details. 
An informal description of the construction of the spaces X, 
We fix K 2 wi , and use the notation X = X,. We want to give X a topology such that 
every countable open cover shrinks but an wi-sized cover does not. So we fix an wi-sized 
cover W of X and start an inductive definition of the topology of X by declaring the 
members of W and complements of points to be open. Then we take a transfinite list of 
all countable covers of X and examine them one by one as they come up on the list. If 
a countable cover LI is open in the topology defined so far, then we shrink the members 
of 24 to a countable partition P, and add the members of P as new open sets to the 
topology of x. 
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After having finished this process we will certainly have a topology in which every 
countable open cover shrinks. The reason we hope that we will not have inadvertently 
introduced a shrinking of (the fixed wl-sized open cover) W is that we will adhere to 
three pivotal principles. 
(1) We insist that the countable open partitions P that we add to the topology be 
“randomized’. In ZFC, this can be achieved by indexing all possible potential 
small substructures of the topology of X by points of X, and at each point using 
the small substructure indexed by that point to decide which members of each P 
the point should belong to, making sure there is enough diversity. 
(2) We make sure that the topology we define is “minimal”. This means that we only 
add new open sets if we are forced to do so, i.e., if there is a countable open cover 
coming up on our list that does not yet have a clopen refinement. 
(3) All the new basic open sets we add will be of some very restricted, rigid shape, 
namely, they will be sets we call bowls. 
The structure of the proof is this. 
Section 1 defines bowl spaces and analyzes when they have the property that every 
countable open cover shrinks, moreover, when a bowl space is hereditarily normal and 
countably paracompact. The underlying set of points is X x wI and the cover W is 
{p x tit: b E WI}. L, = {p} x WI will be called a level. 
Section 2 constructs X = X,. The small substructures governing randomization are 
called control triples, and instead of countable covers X, we act on somewhat more 
bowl-like countable families SE arising from the conditions for normality and countable 
paracompactness. 
Section 3 is a simple verification that hereditarily normality and paracompactness have 
been achieved, indeed. 
Sections 4 and 5 contain the proof that our careful construction adhering to our three 
principles has, indeed, paid off: the open cover W = {CL x wt : p E u/t} has no shrinking. 
We assume that G, (p E wt) are open sets complementing closed subsets of p x LJ~. 
We want to show that there is a point y at the first level Lo = (0) x w1 such that 
y E &E”, G,. Section 4 identifies y. Indeed we take a 2-chain M, N of small-sized 
elementary submodels containing everything relevant to the space and the G,,‘s and use 
the restriction of the whole structure on X to these models M, N as the small-sized 
substructure that y should index. In Section 5 we check that y E nCLEw, G, contains y. 
Since AJ, N are submodels we find plenty of points in them behaving like the point y* 
corresponding to y at the level L,, and whose neighborhoods thus contain y*. Because 
the basic open sets are bowls and the topology is minimal, we can actually pull off a 
proof that those neighborhoods pick up y. 
Terminology and notation 
Throughout the paper we use the standard terminology of set-theory and topology as 
used in [6,7]. An open cover U shrinks if we can find an open subset U’ of every U in 
U in such a way that p c U and {U’: U E U} covers X. (Phrases with “shrink” may 
have specific and different meaning in our construction.) If n b w is a cardinal. then we 
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shall say that X is a P&-space, if the intersection of every family of 6 K open sets is 
open. P,-spaces are called P-spaces. If t3 is a cover of a set X, then the P,-topology 
generated by B as a subbase is the topology generated by t3* = {n A: A c I3 and 
Id( < 6) as a base. 
1. Normality and countable paracompactness of bowl spaces 
Let X 2 wi be a cardinal which will remain fixed throughout this section. We are 
going to work on the set of points X = X x WI. For every p E wi let L, = X x {p} and 
w, = x x P = uV<P L,. If Y c X and p E WI, then let Y(p) = {o < X: (a,~) E Y}. 
The height of Y is defined to be sup{p + 1: Y (CL) # 0). Hence the height of Y = 0 is 
0, and if Y < WI is limit ordinal, then the height of IV,, is V. 
A subset Y c X is called a rectangle if for every v < p < height of Y, YcV) = Y(p). 
(R, R”) is called a limit rectangular pair, if R is a rectangle of height h E lim(wi) and 
R” = X - R. A subset Y c X is said to be bowl if for every v < p < height of 
Y, YcV) c Y(p). (Ya, Yi) will be called of a standard pair of bowls if each Yi is a bowl 
of height phi E wi (i = 0,l) and ~0 < ~1. (It makes a good review of what’s been said 
so far to observe that each rectangular pair would be a standard pair of bowls, if we 
allowed ~1 to be tii.) 
A space on X (= X x WI) is said to be a bowl space iff it has a subbase consisting 
of bowls. Since the intersection of bowls is again a bowl, every bowl space has a base 
consisting of bowls. 
We shall say that a standard pair of bowls (Vu, U ) 1 is shrunk into a pair of disjoint 
bowls (Bo, Bl), if BO and BI are disjoint bowls, BO U BI = UO U UI, Bi C Ui, and 
Bi # 0 implies that the height of B, equals the height of Ui (i = 0, 1). 
Lemma 1.1. Suppose that X (de$ned on X x ~1) is a bowl P,,-space and that 
(1.1) every standard pair of open bowls can be shrunk into a pair of disjoint open 
bowls. 
Then X is hereditarily normal. 
Proof. Since X is a P,, -space, it is enough to prove that if v < p < wi , H c L,, K c 
kp and g n K = H n ?? = 0, then H and K can be separated by open sets. Since 
H n K = 0, every point of K has an open bowl neighborhood of height p + 1 missing 
H. The union of these open bowl neighborhoods is an open bowl UK > K of height 
p + 1 such that UK n H = 0. If v = p then let UH > H be an open bowl of height ,u + I 
such that UH n K = 0. (This is possible by H n ?? = 0.) If Y < p, then let UH = W,. 
In either case, (UH, UK) is a standard pair of open bowls. By (1 .I), (UH, UK) can be 
shrunk into a disjoint pair of open bowls which separate H and K. q 
Next we are going to explore conditions which make sure that X is countably para- 
compact. For this purpose, let us say that (D n nEw is a decreasing vanishing sequence ) 
of subsets of ,4 if X = DO > Di > . . > D, > . . . , and nnEw D, = 0. 
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Lemma 1.2. Suppose X (defined on X x ~1) is a bowl P,, -space satisfying (1.1) and 
the following three conditions: 
(1.2.1) If P is a closed subset of X, p E WI, and P c IV,, then there is a clopen 
rectangle R of height p such that R > P. 
(1.2.2) If (Dn)nEw is a decreasing vanishing sequence of subsets of A, then there 
is another decreasing vanishing sequence (OnjnEY such that for even, n, E 
w, 0, > D, and 0, x LJI is open. 
(1.2.3) If (R, R”) is a limit rectangular pair and R = E x p is a clopen set, then 
E has a decomposition (E,)“+ into pairwise disjoint open sets such that 
T, = E, x u u (U,+, Eyl) x {v} is clopen for every v < p. 
Then X is countably paracompact. 
Proof. Since by Lemma 1.1, X is (hereditarily) normal, it is enough to prove that if 
(U&w is an increasing sequence of open sets covering X, then (U,)nE, has a shrinking 
by closed subsets of X. To do so, fix (UnjnEw. Since the union of open bowls of height 
p + 1 is an open bowl of height p + 1, for every n E w and p E WI we can find an open 
bowl B,, of height I_L + 1 such that U, n L, c B,, c U,. Note that U, = UCLEW, B,,. 
For every 1-1 E WI, let 
B, = u &, and Bi= u B,. 
7LEW u&J 
Then L, C B, and X \ IV& c Bz, so Pfi = X \ BE is a subset of W, which is 
closed in X. By (1.2.1) we can inductively define an increasing sequence (R,),,,, of 
clopen rectangles such that for each p E WI, R, is of height p and R, I Uy+ P,. 
Then R = UpEwl R, is a clopen rectangle of height WI. We prove that (U,),E,‘has a 
shrinking by closed sets by proving that 
(a) (U, \ R)M., has a shrinking by closed sets in X \ R; 
(b) (U, r- R)n~w has a shrinking by closed sets in R. 
(a) Note that 
(~,O)E/Y-R*V~LW, (cK,O)$P~ 
uVp~w, (~,O)EB,:~\~~~W~~~~~~(((Y,O)EB, 
~~‘~~~~13v3~3nrzw((a,O)~B,, 
==+ 3n E w Iuncountably many v E wr such that (ct., 0) E B,,. 
Since each B,, is a bowl the last line implies that {CY} x WI c U,. Hence if D, = 
{a E K: ((Y,O) E X \ R but {cz} x w1 $ Un} then (Dn)nEw is a vanishing sequence. 
By (1.2.2), there is a vanishing sequence (OnjnEw of subsets of K such that for every 
n E WI, 0, > D, and 0, x wr is open. Then ((6 \ 0,) x WI \ R)nEw is a closed 
shrinking of (U, \ R)nEw. 
(b) Since X is a P,,-space, 
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is a decomposition of R into pairwise disjoint clopen subsets of countable height. Hence 
to prove (b) it is enough to show that every clopen subspace of X of countable height is 
countably metacompact. In fact, we are going to show the following stronger assertion. 
(I,) If (KZ)nGJ is a decreasing family of closed subsets of height < h of X such that 
nnEw E = 0, then (F n nEw can be followed down by open sets, i.e., there is a ) 
decreasing sequence (V ) R nEw of open subsets of X such that nnfw V, = 0 and 
V, > F,. 
We are going to prove by induction on p that (1,) holds for every p E ull. 
Since the only set of height 0 is the empty set, (lo) is trivial. Suppose now that 
0 < 1-1 < WI and for every v < p, (IV) holds. Fix an (Fn)nEw as in (I,). By (1.2.1) and 
since X is a P-space, there is a clopen rectangle R* of height p in X such that 
U F, c R*. 
Case 1. If I_L is a limit ordinal, then by (1.2.3), R* can be partitioned into pairwise 
disjoint clopen subsets of height < I_L , so we are done by our inductive assumption. 
Case 2. If b = V+ 1 is a successor ordinal, then note first that by (1.2.2), (F, nLy)nEw 
can be followed down by a sequence (VL)nEw of open subsets of X. By (1.2.1) and 
since X is a P-space we can pick a clopen rectangle R** of height < u such that 
UnEw(Fn \ Vd) c R**. By our inductive hypothesis (F, n R**)nEw can be followed 
down by a sequence (V,‘)nE, of open sets, and (F, \ R**)nEw is followed down by 
(VA)n,,. Hence (V,’ U V2)nEw follows down (Fn)nEw. q 
2. The construction of X = X, 
Let us fix a regular cardinal K > WI, let X = 2*” and B = 2’. The underlying set 
of X, (which we will simply denote by X from now on) is X x ~1. The topology on 
X = X x w1 will be a Tl bowl topology having properties (1 .l), (1.2.1), (1.2.2) and 
(1.2.3). By Lemma 1.2, this will imply that X is normal and countably paracompact. 
We will define a subbase for the topology of X by transfinite induction of length 8, 
programmed by control triples. 
Definition 2.1. An ordered triple (A, B, u) is called a control triple, if 
(4 
(b) 
cc> 
A E [A x wJ2”; 
B E [“+P(A)]@ (i.e., B is a subset of size < 2” of “>P(A) = the set of all 
finite or w-type sequences of subsets of A); and 
u is a function such that dam(u) c A, u(x) E [“aP(A)]G”, u(z) n B = 0 for 
every 5 E dam(u), and z # x’ in dam(u) implies U(X) n ~(2’) = 0. 
Since X = 22” and each control triple is a structure of size 2”, we can fix a list 
(Ap, BP, up)p<~ of all control triples mentioning each one X times. 
After having defined the auxiliary concept of a control triple, we are ready to start the 
definition of the topology on X. 
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Let (S’~)~<Q list all finite or w-type sequences of subsets of X = X x wi mentioning 
each 8 many times. If St = (Si)i~~ (n 6 w) and A c X, then let St 1 A = (SinA)i,,. 
By tramfinite induction we are going to define an increasing sequence (&)c<e of 
families of subsets of X. The topology on X will be defined to be the P,-topology 
generated by B = UECe E Z? as a subbase. We shall say that a subset Y c X is <-open 
(E-closed) iff it is open (closed) in the P,-topology generated by ,13~ as a subbase. 
Recall that for every p E WI, L, = X x {p}, and W, = lJyCP L,. Furthermore, for 
every lr E X let us set B, = X \ {x}, and let 
Bo = {B,: x E X} u {iv,: p E w,}. 
Suppose now that 0 < r < 0 and that for E < T we have already defined f?~. Then if 
7 is a limit ordinal, then let .13, = l_lEC7 ,t3,. 
If T = [ + 1, then we consider several cases. 
Case 1. Suppose Se = (Ut , Ul) is a standard pair of bowls, Uf and Ui are [-open 
and there is no I’ < < such that 5’; = SC and Ui, Ui are <‘-open. 
Let ~0 < ~1 denote the heights of lJi and U:. We are going to shrink l_Ji, Uj into a 
pair of disjoint bowls Bi, Bl. We d eci d e which points (p, V) of Ui u Ui will belong 
to Bg and which to B{ by induction on /3 < X. Suppose ,0 < X and we are done for 
Q < /3. Then we consider four subcases. 
(I-a) Suppose that /3 > sup{a: 3~ E WI ((Q, V) E Ap)}, St r Aa E Bo and 
(P,O) E UE’. 
Then let (p, V) E Bi for every v < ~1. 
(Keep in mind that (p, 0) E Ul implies that (p, V) E Ul for every v < pl, 
so I?; n ({,B} x ~1) c Ui. Also note that I/ 3 ~1 (2 ~0) implies that 
(P>V) $ QJU& so we need not make a BE” versus Bj decision for these 
V < w,.) 
(l-b) Suppose that P > sup{cr: 3~ E wt ((a, V) E Ap)}, Se [‘ Ap E Bp, (/3,0) $! 
Ul and (/3,0) E U$. 
Then let (/3, V) E B,j for every v < ~0 and (p, V) E Bl for every Y such 
thatpa<y<pt and(p,v)EUl. 
(l-c) Suppose that ,D > sup{a: 3~ E WI ((a,~) E Ap)} and there is an z = 
(a,~) E dom(up) (C AD) such that 5’~ r Ap E up(z) and either x E Bi 
and (p, 0) E U$ or x E Bi and (/3,0) E Ui. (By the definition of a control 
triple there is only one such z. Also note that from 2 E Ap it follows that 
o < p; hence it has already been decided whether x E Bi for i = 0,l.) 
Now, if x E Bl and (/3,0) E Ul, then let (/3, V) E Bi for every v < 1~1. 
If x E BE” and (p, 0) E Ut, then let (p, V) E Bj for every v < ~0, and 
(a, V) E Bi for every v such that ~0 < v < ~1 and (/3, V) E Ul. 
(l-Other) Suppose that none of (l-a), (l-b) or (l-c) holds. Then split (UF U Ui ) n 
({/3} x WI) into B” = B$ fl ({p} x WI) and B’ = Bl n ({p} x WI) in such 
a way that if Bi # 8 (i = 0, l), then the height of Bi = pi. It can be easily 
checked that this can be done. 
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From the definition of B’$, Bl, the following observation follows. 
Observation 2.2. If ,U < tii, Ug = W, and Ui is a bowl of height p + 1 containing 
L,, then Bg is a rectangle and J$ # 0 implies that the height of Bi is CL. 
Once Bj and Bi are defined, let 
Case 2. Suppose that St = (0; x WI)~.+,, where (DF)nEW is a decreasing vanishing 
sequence (of subsets of X), and there is no E’ < < with S; = St. 
Then we define another decreasing vanishing sequence Oy > DE”(n_j. To define 
(O;)CnEw~ it is enough to tell for each ,B < X what n(<,P) = the “largest n with 
p E 0;” is. We define n(<, 0) by translinite induction on @ in the following way. 
Suppose /5’ < A, and we have already defined n(<, a) for every cx < /3. Then we consider 
two cases. 
(2-a) Suppose that /‘J > sup{a: 3~ E wi ((o,v) E Ap)}, and there is an x = 
(a, 4 E dom(ug) such that 5’~ I Ap E up(x). Note that there is only one 
such 5. Then define n(<,p) to be the least n E w such that n 3 ~(<,cu) 
and /3 $ D;+' 
(2-Other) If (2-a) does not hoZd, then let n([, /?) be the smallest n E w such that 
/3 $ Dy+‘. 
Finally, let Bc+i = ,13, U {OF x ~1: n E w}. 
Case 3. Suppose that SC = ( RE , R,Z) is a limit rectangular pair such that RE and Rz 
are <-open and there is no <’ < < such that St1 = 5’~ and Rc, Rz are <‘-open. 
Let pc E lim(wi) denote the height of Rt, and let 
E< = {a < X: (a,O) E Rc}. 
We are going to define a partition (E[)P<Pc of EC into pairwise disjoint subsets, and 
then consider the partition 
T, =EE” XP’- 
( ) 
u EEy x {PU) (P < PC) 
4P 
of Rc. T[ will be clopen sets added to t?~. 
We are going to define which /? E Et go to which E: (p < PC) by transfinite induction 
on ,B. Suppose that /3 E Et and we are done for all Q E /3 with Q E Et. We consider 
two cases. 
(3-a) 
(3-Other) 
Suppose thut ,l? > {a < X: 3~ E w1 (((Y,,LL) E Ap)}, and there is an 
2 E dom(zla) such that z E T[ and 5’~ 1 A0 E UP(Z). 
By the definition of a control triple, there is only one such z. 
In this case, let ,B E E[ (if ,0 E EC). 
If (3-a) does not hold, then let p E Ei (if ,PI E Et). 
Finally, let &+I = Be U {T[: p < PC). 
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3. X is a hereditarily normal and countably paracompact space 
X is a Ti-space, because {B,: z E X} c D. We will prove that X is hereditarily 
normal by showing that X satisfies condition (1.1) from Lemma 1.1. To show (l.l), let 
(UO, U’) be an arbitrary standard pair of open bowls in X. Since IX] = A, and each 
standard pair is listed 2’ times, there is a < < 2’ such that (U’, U’) = (I$, Vi) and 
Ui, Ui are t-open. Taking the smallest such < we see that in Case 1 of the definition 
of X we added a shrinking of (U’, U’) into a pair of disjoint bowls. 
To see that X is countably paracompact, it is enough to verify properties (1.2.1)~( 1.2.3) 
from Lemma 1.2. Using a similar indexing agreement as above, (1.2.2) and (1.2.3) follow 
from Cases 2 and 3, in the definition of X, respectively. 
Since P is a P,, -space, to show (1.2. l), it is enough to show that if P is a closed subset 
of X of height < ,u, then there is a rectangle R of height p such z n W,+i = R. To 
see this, let U” = W, and let U’ be an open bowl containing L, such that U’ n P = 0, 
and consider the smallest < such that SC = (Uf, Ul) = (U’, U’) and U”, U’ are <-open. 
Then apply Observation 2.2 after Case 1 in the definition of X. 
4. W = { W,: I_L E WI } has no refinement by < K closed sets: finding ?/ 
Since X is a P,-space it is enough to prove that W has no refinement by < wt closed 
sets, i.e., 
if for every p E ~1, G, > U L, is an open set, then n G, # 0. (*) 
U>P WSJI 
So let us fix open sets G, 1 lJ,>, L, (p E WI). Since X is a P-space, we can 
assume that 1/ < ~1 implies G, 2 G,. For every z = (a, v) E X, let us fix an open 
neighborhood V(x) c G,. By the definition of X, this neighborhood is of the form 
V(x) = n {Q&:): I E 44) n W+] n (x \ KJ, 
where K, E [X]GK, q(z) E [@I<& and 
1 
the unique B$ with IC E Bi if < is of Case 1 type; 
Q<(z) = o;(~‘~) x tii if < is of Case 2 type; 
the unique Tt or Rt containing x if < is of Case 3 type. 
Without loss of generality we may also assume that if < E q(z) and V<(r) = 
n{Q,(x): rl -c 5 and rl E q(r)) n ~J$‘,+I n (X \ h’,), then 
(V-l) if < is of Case 1 type, then 5 E V,(x) C Ul if IC E U;; 
(V-3) if 5 is of Case 3 type, then V,(x) c Rc or Rt if J: E Rc or Rz, respectively. 
Finally, we can also assume that the following condition holds: 
(Incr) if v < /L < WI, Q: E X and < E q(cr, v) is of Case 3 type, then < E q(a, II). 
Let h : 6’ 4 (0, 1,2,3} be the function defined by h(E) = i, if [ is of Case i type 
(i = 1,2,3) and h(t) = 0 th o erwise. Note that on H = {[ E 19: h(E) # 0}, (Se)~<e is 
one-to-one. 
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Now, let A4 E N be two elementary submodels of 
H(22s) = { 2: the transitive closure of 2 has cardinality < 220 } 
such that (Sc)c<e, Hi = h’({Q) (i = 1,2,3), ((~&U&H,~ ((B&$))E~H~, 
(nc)~~~*, ((R!,$))E~H~, q:X -+ [e]G&, K:X --f [Xl<&, 2” U (2”) and )\ are 
all elements of M, “Iv1 c M, “N c N and [Ml = IN1 = 2”. Let 
A=(NnX)xwi, 
We will show now that there is a partial function p on A in such a way that (A, B, p) 
is a control triple, and 
(U) whenever 21 E N, IV/ 3 2”, w is a function with dam(v) c X, u(x) E [HI”” for 
every 2 E dam(v), and z # z’ in dam(v) implies V(X) n (.~(a?) U M) = 8, then 
there is an z E dam(v) n dom(,u) such that 
To show that there is such a u, let (uj)j<xs list each 2, as in (U). 
Since the sets v~(x) (z E dam(v)) are disjoint we can pick a sequence (zj)j<zs of 
elements of A such that zj E dom(vj) for j < 2”, and i < j < 2’” implies I n 
Uj(Xj) = 0. 
Let dam(u) = {z~j: j < 2”) and set u(zj) = {SC r A: 5 E e~j(zj)} for every j < 2n. 
To prove that (A, B, u) is a control triple, it is enough to show that u satisfies 
(c-l) u(zj) n B = 8 for every j < 2&; 
(c-2) i < 1 < 2& implies u(Xi) n u(zj) = 0. 
Assume indirectly that (c-l) fails, i.e., there are j < 2”, < E uj(zj) and 7 E M n H 
such that SC r A = S, t A. Since x~j, uj E N and I~j(zj)l < IE. E N, 1-‘j (zj) c N. 
It follows that < E N. Also, n E M c N. Now, (S~)~E~ E N, c,n E N and SC t 
A = S, 1 A, so by A = X n N, N b St = S, and thus St = S,. Since (S’~)E~H is 
one-to-one, it follows that [ = n, contradicting uj(xj) n hf = 0. 
The proof of (c-2) is similar. 
Now, let /3 E X be such that (A, B,u) = (Ap7 Bp,ua) and 
,0 > sup {o: 3~ E wi ((a, V) E A)}. 
Let us set y = (/3,0). We are going to show that y E nPEw, G,. 
5. Proof that y E npEw, G, 
Define s by 
the minimal < E A4 n H3 such that there is a 
r= p E WI with < E q(/3, p) and y E Rc, if such a < exists; 
8, otherwise. 
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Since (GpL)p~d, is a decreasing sequence of sets, we have to show only that y E G, 
for uncountably many I_L E wi, i.e., that for every u E WI 
(D,) there is a p with u < h < WI and an x E L, such that 
Y E V(x) (c Gp). 
Let us now fix a v E wl. To show (DV), let us choose and fix a p 3 v in such a way 
that in case < < 8, ,LL also satisfies c E q(p, h) and p > height of RF <I E q(p, CL) is 
possible by (Incr).) 
Let Ji = q(p, y) n M n Hi (i = 1,2,3). Note that Ji E [Ml<“. By “M C hf it 
follows that Ji, E M for each Ji. Let us now consider the set 2 of all (Y < X satisfying 
(A-l) q(a,u) n HI II J1 and for every < E Ji. v E WI and i E 2, (a, V) E Be iff 
(P, U) E B;; 
(A-2) q(a, IL) n HZ 3 JZ and for every E E J2> n(<, a) = n(<, P); 
(A-3) q(a,p) n H3 3 53 and for every s E J3, ((u,~) E R; iff (/3,~) E Rz. 
Let us note first that the conjunction of (A-l), (A-2), and (A-3) can be described by 
a formula cp(~) such that all parameters of cp come from M. (The only difficulty is to 
eliminate ,9. To do this, note that since &M c 44, the function g : J1 x WI --+ 2 defined 
by setting g(<, V) = i iff (p, V) E Bi is an element of M. Then we can write g([, V) = i 
in place of (/3, V) E B; in (A-l). (A-2) and (A-3) can be similarly handled.) Hence 
2 = {a E x: (13(o) E M}. 
LetJ=J1UJ2UJ3=q(P,~)nn~(=q(P,~)nA~nH). 
Note that /5’ $ Af, cp(/3) holds and (q(,O, p) \ J) fI Al = 0. 
By Zorn’s Lemma there is a maximal subset Z* of 2 such that (Y # CE’ in Z* implies 
Ma, 4 \ J) n (46 P) \ J) = 0. S ince all parameters of the previous sentence are from 
hl, we can choose such a Z* E M. Then (Z*] > 2”. because IZ’I < 2” and Z” E M 
would imply Z* c Al and then Z’ U {a} would contradict maximality. 
Since ]nl] = 2”, 
Z** = {or E z*: (q(a, p) \ J) n A4 = S} 
has cardinality > 2”. Since Z*, M E N, Z** E N. Let ‘11 be the function with domain 
Z** x {CL} defined by 
‘(,(Q, P) = 4(o, P) \ J = 4% CL) \ M. 
u is an element of M. Hence, by the defining property of u we can take an 2 = (a, p) E 
dam(v) n dam(u) such that U(X) = {SC / A: < E u(x)}. 
Having chosen x = (a, p) we have to show 
Y E v(Z) = n Q<(Z) n (v&+1 \ a. (G,) 
FMxc) 
Note first, that since z E N, K, E N, and by /h’,] < 6, K, c N. Since 2, $! N, it 
follows that y E IV,+, \ K, = h(z). 
Next by transfinite induction on < we are going to show that for every < E q(x) with 
‘C < r9 
Y E Qs(z). (I() 
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(Recall the definition of ,$ from the beginning of this section.) 
Suppose that < E q(z), < < < and for every q E q(z) with 77 < < we have already 
proved y E Qs (z). Then 
Y E n {Qdx): 77 E d4 and 7 < E} n (iv,,, \ K,) = v,(~:). 
The proof of (1~) will be split into cases corresponding to the cases in the definition 
of Z$+i described in Section 2, and we assign the same case numbers here. Note that 
B > sup Ap = sup A holds and that (A, B, p) = (Ap, BP, up), and keep in mind that 
Y = (P?O), J: = @,PL). 
Case 1.a. If 5 E q(z) fl HI II Ad = J1 and &C(X) = Bt, then y E V,(x) c Ui by 
(V-l). Also, SC f A E B by the definition of B. Then by (l-a), y E Bi = Qc(x). 
Case 1.b. Suppose c E q(x) n HI null = JI and Q~(x) = Bi. Again y E V,(x) c Ut 
from (V-l), and St 1 A E B, so if we could show y $! Ui, then by (l-b), we would have 
Y E BE” = Q&4. 
Suppose indirectly that ;y E Ui. Then by (1 -a) it follows that y E Bl. So by (A-l), 
((Y, 0) E Bl. Since the height of Bl 3 the height of BE” > p, and B{ is a bowl, it follows 
that r~: = (a,~) E Bi, contradicting 2 E BE”. 
Case l.c. If c E q(z) n HI \ M = q(x) n ITI \ Jl = u(x) n HI, then let i be the 
unique element of 2 = (0, I} such that &E(X) = Bi. Then y E V,(x) c Ul by (O-l) 
and St 1 A E u(x) by the definition of U(Z). Hence we conclude y E Bi by (l-c). 
Case 2.0. If < E q(z) n Hz n M = 52. then by (A-2), n(<,/3) = n(E,a), so y E 
G”“‘,“’ 
E x wI = O;“,“’ x wl = Q&z). 
Case 2.a. If E E q(z) n H2 \ M = q(x) n H2 \ J2 = ,u(x) n Hz, then SC 1 A E u(x) by 
the definition of U(X), and thus by (2-a), n(<, j?) 3 n(<,a). Hence y E O~‘E~” x WI = 
O;(““’ x w1 = QE(x). 
Case 3.0. If < E q(x) n H3 n M = Jj, then by < < c and J3 c q(p, CL) it follows that 
y E RF, Then (,0, CL) E Rz and by (A-3), x = (a9 IL) E R;. So y E R; = Qc(x). 
Case 3.a. If [ E q(x) n H3 \ M = q(x) n H3 \ J3 = u(x) n H3, then if Q<(z) = R& 
then by (V-3), y E V.(x) c RF = Q<(x). If Q<(x) = T[ for some p < height of Rc, 
then x E Rc, and also by (V-3), y E V<(x) c Rc and thus /3 E EC. Since 5”~ r A E u(x) 
by the definition of U(X), it follows from (3-a) that /? E Ef and hence y E T/ = Q<(x). 
Since we have exhausted all cases possible for 5 E q(x) and < < r, the proof of (1~) 
for < < t is complete. 
We are going to finish the proof of (Gfi) by proving that < = 0. Indeed, then 
Suppose indirectly that r < 0. Then $ E q(fl, p) n H3 n A4 and y = (p, 0) E Ri; by 
$ E q(p, p) and the definition of <. On the other hand, since p > height of Rc, x E 9 
By (V-2) and because (1~) holds for < < f in q(r), y E l+(x) c I?+, contradiction. •I 
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6. Remarks, related constructions 
(A) In Theorem 6.1 below we present the observation that a variation of Rudin’s K- 
Dowker space in [12] is a normal space having all properties of our X, from Theorem I 
except hereditary normality. 
Theorem 6.1. Let ti 3 WI be a regular cardinal, and let (Aa)ruEw, be a strictly increasing 
sequence of regular cardinals such that AZ1 = A, for every CI E ~1. Consider the 
following subspace Y, of the box product F of the ordinal spaces (A, + 1): 
Y, = {f E F: 38 < WI such that n < of(f(c~)) < Xg for every Q E WI}. 
Then Y, is a normal, countably paracompact space with an increasing open cover 
W = {U’,: p < WI} such that W has no refinement by < K closed sets. 
Theorem 6.1 can be proved exactly the same way Theorems 12 and 13 of [ 121 are 
proved. 
(B) A simpler version of the construction of our bowl space X, yields a hereditarily 
normal Dowker space. 
Theorem 6.2. There is a hereditarily normal, not countably paracompact bowl space. 
(C) Of Morita’s three conjectures (cf. [l]) the second is solved under V = L, but 
remains open in ZFC. 
Morita’s Second Conjecture. A topological space X is metrizable if and only if the 
product of X with every normal Morita P-space is normal. 
(Morita P-spaces are different from P-spaces). 
As Morita’s Third (and First) Conjecture, this second is a duality conjecture, too. 
Indeed, normal Morita P-spaces are precisely those spaces whose product with every 
metrizable space is normal (Morita [8] gave an inner characterization), so now the con- 
jecture is asking whether metrizable spaces are precisely the spaces whose product with 
every normal Morita P-space is normal. The Second Conjecture implies the Third. 
By a result of [4], Morita’s Third Conjecture would be proved, if we could prove that 
the answer to the following question is yes. 
Problem 6.3. Is there for every regular cardinal K > WI a normal Morita P-space X, 
with an increasing open cover W = {VVfi: p E LJI } such that W has no refinement by 
6 K closed sets? 
Under V = L, Beslagic and Rudin did construct such spaces X,, so a ZFC construction 
would be best. In particular, 
Problem 6.4. Can one modify the bowl spaces X, of this paper to be Morita P-spaces? 
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